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BEAD AND HAIRPIPE BANDOLIERS
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Men’s bead and hairpipe bandoliers are common to a variety of Tribal
traditional clothing styles. A number of design options are available
using the same stringing techniques. The exact design are the option
of the maker and can be made with a selection of beads, bone or plastic hairpipe, leather spacers, and simulated sinew.
Make up a plan of color and bead/bone combination and test the
length by stringing a single strand. Normally the strands draped over
one sholder should come together at the waist on the hip oposite that
sholder. After determining the pattern and number of beads and bone
for the length, decide the number of strands. Figure 1 shows a two
strand plan. Figure 2 is a single strand pattern that needs only one spacer. Our photos shows a three strand pattern.
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In Figure 1, the plan is to have 11 two-hole leather spacers and one
four-hole spacer at the hip. Figure 2 is a simpler design. A single
strand requires only the one two-hole leather spacer at the hip. The
spacers are made of strap leather cut 1/4 inch wide. If the hairpipe you
are using is plastic, plan to make the spacer holes 1/2 inch apart. (A
four-hole spacer for plastic would be 1/4 by 2 inches.) If using narrower real bone hairpipe, the distance will be shorter, closer to 3/8
inch apart.
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The last items to plan are the pendants at the strand ends. Figure 3
shows a design that uses metal cones and ribbon or leather thong
fringe. Figure 4 shows a yarn tassel that was commonly used in the
Great Lakes area. Other items used for pendant ends were thimbles
and coins. Holes need to be drilled in those before using.
A double strand of simulated sinew (a waxed stranded thread) is used
to string the beads, bone and spacers into your pattern. Cut a double
length of sinew and loop in half over a 10 inch piece of wire also folded in half to form a needle. Use this wire to thread through beads and
hairpipe. Start each strand by tying the loose end of sinew into the
pendant first and end by tying in the last pendant.
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Make a metal threader with 18 gage wire

Figure 3
Loop around the
leather thong and
draw it up into the
cone. Tie a knot at
the top of the cone.
Sometimes the last
bead above this knot
will slip over and
cover it.
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Wrap sinew around a
short bundle of yarn
and tie knot. Pull the
bundle down into a
cone and wrap yarn
around the bundle to
complete shape as
shown
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